
M2 Module system for mortars 

    This module system which can be fixed allows fast assembly and disassembly without using connecting devices. The system 
consists of minimally two side bar holders with pivots and the holders. Assembling into one piece /1 module = a holder + a side bar holder/ 
can be done by inserting the holder into the top and bottom pivot of both side bar holders. The module has sufficient joint of each parts 
necessary for absorbing the recoils while launching the ball bomb, the holder can move within its launching axis. The angel of holder tilt 
can be changed by moving the profile by one of the existing pivots from given pair.  
The pivots on the holder allow connection of the holder to both sides. By doing so, we can combine the set unlimitedly to side and to length 
and also with other modules. There are holders within the same length being fixed into one module. The number of holders in set up 
module depends on the number of free pivots and the holders width, minimal number of holders in one module = 3 holders.    

BASIC SET – Technical data  

Open module  

CAA001
calibre 2”/10

CAA016
 2,5”/10calibre

CAA011
 3”/6calibre

CAA003
4”/5calibre 

CAA004
 5”/4calibre

CAA007
 3”/7calibre

CAA013
 3”/5calibre

CAA012
 3”/3calibre

Side holder
CAA000

Example of how the modules can be set up

CAA005
 6”/4calibre

Connection detail
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CAA006
 7”/3calibre

CAA002
 3”/10calibre

Standard types holders

vvSpecial self-supporting construction is set for fixation of the mortar´s holders for launching the ball or tubular bomb of calibre 50, 75, 100, 
125, 150 and 75. 
The assembly of the holders set with side bars is very simple, it is not necessary to use any other connecting parts. The mortar´s holders are 
made in two designs as far as the sizes are concerned, namely for mortars from PVC and from laminated plastic. The construction also 
allows the usage of other types of holders where each launching positions are adjusted to fanwise shape, suitable for example for launching 
the roman candles. The system is so variable so it can be used in different types of terrain- roof, platforms, granite blocks, concrete, uneven 
surface, etc.

he choice for angular setting of the holders  
Usage universality for different types of surface – solid terrain, roofs....   

ADVANTAGES:
T

Holders 3”
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